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Abstract 
There are various theories in physics, but nature is unique. This is not nature's problem that 
we have various theories; nature obeys simple and unique law. We should improve our theories. 
Universal constancy of the speed of light undergoes the question whether the limit on the light 
speed originates from a natural event or not? According to pair production and decay, why 
photons move at constant speed, but we could change the speed of matter and antimatter? What 
is the unique characteristic of matter which is convertible to photons that move with constant 
speed c (speed of light)? What is the mechanism of increasing in the photon energy that causes 
increase in its frequency growth? So, in CPH theory (Creative particles of Higgs Theory), it has 
been attempted to scrutinize the interface between classical mechanics, relativity and quantum 
mechanics through a novel approach to the established physical events. 
  
◙ CPH Theory is based on the generalized light velocity from energy into mass. 
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 Emphasizing on these phenomena and presenting the relation between photon's energy and 
frequency, CPH Theory is to draw attention on the importance of constancy of speed in 
relation to the mass structure which will be scrutinized in reviewing relativistic Newton's 
second law. 
The results of this point of view, many uncertainties and unanswered-questions in modern 
physics and cosmology, will be answered.  
 
Keyword: graviton, photon, virtual photon, relativity, blue-shift, quantum field theory, 
quantum chromodynamics, color-charge, magnetic-color, Dirac Sea, cosmology, absolute black 
hole, singularity 
 
Introduction 
Something that has been attractive in physics is behavior of light in different mediums and their 
interaction with other particles like electron. Doppler Effect, Photoelectric effect, Mossbauer 
Effect, curvature of space… all and all is analyzed without paying attention to Structure of the 
photon. Something that has been pain attention and accepted by physicists in is that photon (and 
electron) is a point-like and unstructured particle. Point-like particles are mathematical 
abstractions with zero size. However, even zero-size particles have an extended effect, due to the 
effect of the field surrounding them. 
The only thing that has been investigated in astrophysics and astronomy is the Doppler Effect 
and red (or blue) shift of the gravitational. The efforts and attempts to recognize and explain the 
structure of photon is an inevitable necessity. Due to this reason, CPH theory has formed based on 
a definition from the structure of photon.  
In recent decades, the structure of photon is discussed [1, 2 and 3]. In CPH Theory, description 
the structure of photon is based on the behavior of photons in the gravitational field, leading to a 
new a definition of the graviton too. In effect, gravitons behave as if they have electric and 
magnetic fields effects. These are referred to as negative color charge, positive color charge and 
magnetic color. From this, it can be shown that a photon is made of color charges and magnetic 
colors. 
 
Rest mass 
As we know, some particles such as photons are never seen at rest in any reference frame. So, 
there are two kinds of particles in physics; 
1- Some particles like the photon move only with the speed of light c, in all inertial reference 
frames. Let’s call these kinds of particles the NR-particles or Never at Rest condition particles. 
2-  Other particles like the electron always move with the speed v <  in all inertial reference 
frames; they have rest mass, and could be called particles.  
According to the above definition, photon and graviton are NR-particles, while electron and 
proton are particles. 
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Properties and speed of graviton 
With regard to the exchange particles concept in the quantum electrodynamics theory and the 
existence of graviton, we will present a new definition of graviton. To define graviton, let’s 
consider a photon that is falling in the gravitational field, and revert back to the behavior of a 
photon in the gravitational field. But when we define the graviton relative to the photon, it is 
necessary to explain the properties and behavior of photon in the gravitational field.  
During the photon is falling in the gravitational field, its energy (mass) increases. According to  = ∆, the force of gravity performs work on the photon, so the mass (energy) of the photon 
and its frequency increase from ν to 	 ′ that given by; 
	 ′ = 	(1 + )        (1) 
Similarly, redshift has the opposite effect that given by; 
 	 = 	(1 − )            (2) 
G is the gravitational constant; M is the mass of the body, c is the velocity of light, r is the 
distance from the mass center of body. 
Also force is described as energy per distance that shown by: 
 = −                    (3) 
The energy of photon depends on its electric and magnetic fields. Therefore, one part of the 
work done by gravity converts to electrical energy and the other part converts to magnetic energy. 
The change of frequency of the photon in the gravitational field has been demonstrated by the 
Pound-Rebka experiment, the result confirmed the predictions of general relativity [4].  
As a photon escapes from the gravitational field, its frequency shifts to red and its energy 
converts to gravitons. How can we describe this interaction between photons and gravitons on a 
sub-quantum scale such as in the structure of a photon? 
In interaction between gravity and photon (blueshift), when gravity acts on photon and 
gravitons enter the structure of photon, gravitons do change the intensity of electric and magnetic 
fields which belong to photon. So, gravitons behave so that they are carrying the charge and 
magnetic fields effects in the structure of photon. When gravitons enter the structure of photon, 
the intensity of electric and magnetic fields increases, but photon has no electric effect. So, there 
should be two groups of gravitons one that behaves like electric field and the other one that 
neutralizes the electric effect of other group. So, a group of gravitons behaves like positive electric 
field and the other one behaves like negative electric field and they neutralize each other’s electric 
effect. But they are moving, so a group of gravitons behave like magnetic field, and the intensity 
of two vertical electric and magnetic fields increases. So, gravitons are either color charge or color 
magnet. It is acceptable because when photon is falling in the gravitational field, the intensity of 
its electric and magnetic fields increase. So, a photon is made up of color charges and magnetic 
color that have linear speed equal c with photon motion and nonlinear speed in the structure of 
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photon, so, they move faster than light speed (Figure1). In the other word graviton moves faster 
than light speed [5]. 
 
 
Fig1; paths of gravitons in photon structure, color charges and magnetic color have spin and curvature speed  
 
 
It is important that we note the speed of graviton (also color charge and magnetic color) that is 
given with  and as explained before, its speed is faster than light speed, so   > , that  is 
the total speed of linear and nonlinear of graviton or color charge and magnetic color. According 
to the above explanation and Figures (1) we can write; 
 +  +  =  >  
And also note that as figure (1) shows we can write;  
( = ) +  +  =  >                  (4) 
 
Definition of graviton 
A graviton is a NR-particle, with the constant NR mass  , that moves with the constant 
magnitude of speed of  || > || in any inertial reference frame, where c is the speed of light. 
According to the gravitational redshift, the NR mass of graviton is defined relative to a photon's 
NR mass by; 
 <  =     ∀ 	          (5) 
And the relationship between energy and momentum for the NR mass of graviton given by; 〈#〉 = 〈|%|〉 = &'()*')                  (6) 
In all inertial reference frame and any condition 
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Relation (6) shows that the energy (also mass) of graviton is constant, in any interaction 
between gravitons or with other particles. The space is full of gravitons. While the density of 
gravitons increases in space, the distance between them decreases, but they do not attach to each 
other, their paths change without decreasing (or increasing) the magnitude of .  
 
Graviton principle 
Graviton is the most minuscule unit of energy with constant NR mass  that moves with a 
constant magnitude of speed so that|| > ||, in all inertial reference frames. Any interaction 
between graviton and other existing particles represents a moment of inertia I where the magnitude 
of  remains constant and never changes.Therefore; 
 ∇ = 0 , in all inertial reference frame and any space             (7) 
Based on the principle of graviton, a graviton carries two types of energy generated by its 
movement in inertial reference frame. One is transmission energy and the other one is non-
transmission energy. In physics, we represent energy summation (both kinetic and potential) by a 
Hamiltonian equation and energy difference by a LaGrangian. Therefore, in the case of graviton, 
we use a Hamiltonian to describe the summation of energy generated by transmission energy < 
and non-transmission energy = as follows: # = < + = = &'()*')            (8) 
Since the speed and mass of graviton are constant, then # = &'()*'). Graviton produces 
energy and energy produces matter and anti-matter. In fact, everything has been formed of 
graviton.  
 
Sub quantum energy and Maxwell equation  
When a photon falls in a gravitational field as ∆>, the graviton’s density in the vicinity of the photon 
electric field changes the value of ?@A, because the intensity of electric field changes as B (E is the electric 
field arising from graviton). In fact gravitons enter the structure of photon, and the intensity of electrical 
and magnetic fields which depends on photon increases. Two types of gravitons should enter the photon 
structure, so that they are able to increase the intensity of photon electric field without any charge effect. 
Thus the interaction between gravitons and photon, negative and positive CD, CEgravitons (color-charges) 
are produced and enter the photon structure. The photon moves in the same direction as the increasing 
intensity of the gravitational field does, and the photon electric field is perpendicular to the photon 
movement direction that is compatible with the following equation: 
F × B = − HCIHJ  ⇔ L(CE , CD)        (9) 
By changing the photon electric field, magnetic field also changes [6]. In this case also, the gravitons 
are converted into magnetic carrier particles @ME  , @MD  and enter the structure of photon that is given by; 
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F × N = OPQP HBRHJ  ⇔  S(CME  , CMD  )                (10) 
Where L, S are natural numbers, and proportion between L *'T S should be consistent with equation 
(34 of [9]). According to the above relations, we can define energy and mass of graviton and photon in 
relation with each other. 
 
Sub Quantum energy (SQE) and Dirac equation 
To explain and define sub quantum energy, it is necessary to analyze the Dirac equation, we will have: 
# = () → # = ±          (11) 
In general state, equation (11) does not accept any limitation for mass and energy regarding its value. 
Moreover, in limit of zero mass (zero rest mass of particles in quantum mechanics conceptions), Dirac 
equation was reduced to Weyl equation [7]. Weyl equation predicted the existence of fermions that their 
rest mass is zero [8], but they have spin  W . Because here, the aim is to investigate and recognize the structure 
of photon. We reduce X matrix (of Dirac equation [9]) as follows and now we call it matrix  Y until after 
computations and necessary conclusions, we choose a special notion for it:   
Y = Z1 00 −1[                  (12) 
Y →  \ 00 −]         (13)  
According to relations (11 and 13) and in a special case that a photon collides with a heavy nucleus with 
at least energy # =  1.022 `a, we can write: 
#E = ,   #D = − 
That is called the process of pair production of electron and positron. Therefore, in general case, the 
relation (13) is reagent of energy for two fermions with spin W  that one of the possible case describes pair 
production of electron-positron. But occurring other cases is possible including photon with energy less 
than # =  1.022 `a is decayed to two fermions with spin  W  , that move with speed of light in which it is 
describer of Weyl fermions and they are called massless fermions or Weyl fermions (or particles with zero 
rest mass) [10 and 11].         
According to Campton Effect and gravitational blue-shift, energy of a photon can decrease or increase 
without changing in its physical properties (except its energy and frequency). It means that whatever is 
increased to the energy of photon, it has the same total properties of photon (properties of electromagnetic 
energy). In other words, all photons have common physical properties except the value of energy that again 
it can be used the relation (13) for them. Therefore, at least electromagnetic energy can be defined as 
follows:  
#MbcbMdM = efgh   , iℎa>a #MbcbMdM L( Ta)a)*kla          (14)  
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According to relation (12),  #MbcbMdM includes two parts that it can be written as follows:   
 
Y#MbcbMdM →  m+ Afnonfpf 00 − Afnonfpf q                (15) 
In relation (15), the minus sign does not imply being negative of energy (or negative mass), as positron 
is not negative energy or mass in pair production. Signs  + , − in relation (15) show electromagnetic fields 
around a charged particle and carry the same type of electromagnetic energy that there exists around a 
charged particle. Therefore, the photon is formed of two types of positive and negative sub quantum 
energies that we show them by operators, right wedge ⊳  for positive sub quantum energy and left wedge ⊲  that are defined as follows:  
                         Positive Sub Quantum Energy;  =t#E: ⊳= + Afnonfpf               (16) 
Negative Sub Quantum Energy;  =t#D: ⊲= − Afnonfpf            (17) 
It is obvious that spin of sub quantum energy (SQE) is equal to  W . In general case, relation (13) can be 
written by using the definition of positive and negative sub quantum energies ⊳ , ⊲  in which  v  is a natural 
number and instead of  Y, we use  w that  is sign or symbol of electromagnetic energy:  
w = Z1 00 −1[                  (18) 
w →  Zv ⊳ 00 v ⊲[                (19) 
In relation (19), v ⊳  is positive virtual photon wE, in which carries positive electric force and forms 
positive electric field and v ⊲   is negative virtual photon wD that carries negative electric force and forms 
negative electric field. Every real photon is formed of two virtual photons. Therefore, we will have:  
wE =  v ⊳, wD = v ⊲ → w = wE +  wD             (20) 
As charged particles absorb or repulse each other and are ineffective on neutral particles, homonymous 
virtual photons repulse each other, non-homonymous virtual photons absorb each other and they form 
quantum energies and it causes two non-homonymous charged particles accelerate towards each other ([6] 
page 40). Assume that 2v positive and negative color-charges  (v@E, v@D) enter the very small 
part of photon structure, proportional to the number of color-charges, the number of magnetic-
colors are produced around the color-charges. Two opposite electric field are created in this space. 
Around each of the electric field a magnetic field is created by magnetic-colors. According to the 
sign of the electric fields, direction of magnetic fields are different, each magnetic field cover its 
color-charges and prevents them of escaping ([6] page 28). Each of the magnetic fields protects its 
electrical field and prevents them from collapsing. This mechanism is justifiable by Larmor radius 
(gyro radius or radius of the cyclotron) [12].  
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Sub-Quantum Energy (SQE) Principle  
One SQE is a very small energy with mass xyA   that moves with speed zxyAz > || relative to inertial 
reference frame and in every interaction between SQEs with other particles or fields the speed value of SQE 
remains constant; as in every physical condition we have; 
 ∇xyA = 0 , in all inertial reference frames and any space              (21) 
SQE principle (equation 21) shows that in every condition the mass, energy and the amount speed of 
SQE remains constant,  and only the transmission speed  xyA{  and energy #xyA{ of SQE  convert to its 
non-transmission speed xyAx and energy #xyAx , and vice versa. Therefore, we have; 
zxyAz = zxyA{z + zxyAxz = &'()*')             (22) 
z#xyAz = z#xyA{z + z#xyAxz = &'()*')             (23) 
 
Speed of light principle 
According to the principle of Special Relativity, the speed of light in vacuum is constant and it is equal 
to c for all inertia observers, and it is independent of the light source. How we can conclude this principle 
by using sub quantum energy principle? First, according to principle of =t# (which is also the result of the 
graviton principle) the amount of the linear speed of SQE depends to the interaction between =t#( and the 
other particles (or fields) in the medium. So, in a vacuum, photon (light) has not any interaction with other 
particles or fields outside of the photon structure, (assume gravitational effect of vacuum is negligible), 
thus, the linear speed of SQEs in the structure of photons are constant and equal to xyA{ =  . Also, the 
linear speed of virtual photons in a vacuum is the same amount of c. Let’s in generally, show the speed of 
photons as v|b}J, it changes from one medium to another that in a vacuum is c, it means the speed of light 
in vacuum also is v|b}J = . So that is called “speed of light principle” in CPH Theory which is given by:  
∇v|b}J = 0           (24) 
Thus, the linear speed of photon depends to medium conditions, the same as gravitons and sub quantum 
energy. But the total amount of transmission speed v|b}J{  and non-transmission speed v|b}Jx of photon 
is constant and it is equal to zv|b}Jz , so that: 
zv|b}Jz = zv|b}J{z + zv|b}Jxz = &'()*')           (25) 
 
Relativistic mass 
In classical mechanics, kinetic energy and momentum are expressed as; 
E = 12 mv ,   p = mv 
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Special relativity predicts that the speed of light is constant in all inertial frames of references. 
The relativistic energy–momentum relation gives with; # − () = ()             (26) 
From which the relations for rest energy #P, relativistic energy (rest + kinetic) #, kinetic energy, 
and momentum  of massive particles follow:  
#P =  , # = w ,  = wv , where  w = 1/1 − (v/)         (27) 
So relativistic energy and momentum significantly increase with speed, thus the speed of light 
cannot be reached by massive particles. In some relativity textbooks, the so called "relativistic 
mass"   = wP  is used as well. However, this concept is considered disadvantageous by many 
authors; instead the expressions of relativistic energy and momentum should be used to express 
the velocity dependence in relativity, which provide the same experimental predictions. 
First experiments capable of detecting such relations were conducted by Walter Aufmann, 
Alfred Bucherer and others between 1901 and 1915. In Boucherer experiment if we consider the 
initial mass of electron P and the output electron, we have;  = P + A 
There m is the gained mass of energy by electron in acceleration (exerting external force). We 
have:  
# = '=t# , A = # = '=t# = 'xyA 
Thus; 
 = P + A = P + 'xyA 
In reality is that in Boucherer experiment, an electron in acceleration gains energy and after 
exiting from the accelerator tunnel, because of collision with another particle or because of passing 
through a field that gives it negative acceleration, it loses the energy and in terms of mass it returns 
back to its former state. One could always use this experiment to prove relativity mass, but could 
not explain the real interaction between force and mass with relativistic mass. 
 
Newton's second law and Sub Quantum Energy 
Newton’s second law in classical mechanics which the mass was given as constant value and it 
was defined as follows; 
 = J =  J                    (28) 
By considering relativity and the speed limit of light, in order to propose the speed limit, the 
relation (28) was modified. Thus the relativistic mass and the interaction between force and mass 
were presented as follows: 
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 = J = (M)J = v MJ +  J                (29) 
Due to the relations (27 and 29), no force could extend/transmit the object/particle’s speed faster 
than the speed of light. It would be acceptable that the external force action is limited, but the 
reason is not the mass variations rather as it accented above, the reason of the speed limit should 
be sought in the structure of matter. According to the definition of the photon and SQE, Newton's 
second law could be reconsidered. 
By assuming an electron at moment )W, with the mass m and the speed vW along an axis in the 
field (on an inertial frame in the gravitational or electrical field), under the force F and at the 
moment ), so its speed becomes v. Electron takes energy T# in the interval T) = ) − )W. We 
have:  
At the moment )W;   = vW 
Within the time T) = ) − )W, the electron gains energy as T#. At this time the electron 
momentum changes to the following value: T# = 'xyA = 'xyA 
At the moment ) one could write: vW + 'xyA = ( + 'xyA)v 
v = vW + 'xyA + 'xyA <  
Because of; 
vW <   
v = MEcMIMEcMI < MEcMIMEcMI =             (30) 
 
As vW < , so always v < . Here one could correlate increased mass to the gain of energy in 
Newton's second law, i.e, so; TT) = 'xyAT) = 1 T#T)  
And Newton's second law could be rewritten as below: 
 
 = ±  AJ +  J                   (31) 
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The ± sign in relation (31) has been marked on the increasing and decreasing state of energy 
(collinear or non-collinear directional variations in force and speed). The relativistic mass uses in 
high energies just for showing the speed limit in quantum equations while for well-known 
subatomic particles always v <  , in this order, only the given energy by particles must be 
considered and there no need to use the relativistic mass relation. We can better understand and 
explain the physical phenomena by using Newton’s second law as a relation (21). Through such a 
view of physical and astrophysical phenomena, the explanation of the universe would be more 
real. According to the Sub-Quantum Energy Principle the speed value of all subatomic particles 
would be always constant and external force could only convert the SQE’s linear motions to 
nonlinear motions and vice versa. The speed of the created particles is a function of the internal 
interaction and the mechanism of creation of subatomic particles, and the external forces that are 
exerted on them. Thus light speed is constant in vacuum but it changes in air or water and as soon 
as it enters vacuum it travels at former constant speed. 
Moreover, concerning the speed of other subatomic particles, the reason behind the speed is a 
function of the internal interaction of the particles and the interaction among the SQEs within the 
structure of those particles. 
 
New definition of Singularity 
To derive his 1917 cosmological model, Einstein first studied the universe at large using the 
General Theory of Relativity he discovered that his equations predicted a universe which was 
either expanding or contracting and this was contradicted with the best astronomical observations 
at the time. He then modified his equations to satisfy the observations. This modification 
corresponds to the assumption that the whole universe is permeated with a constant pressure 
(which in his case balanced the expansion yielding a steady universe). This universal pressure is 
called the cosmological constant Ʌ (lambda) [14]. 
At almost exactly the same time, Friedmann carefully revised the Einstein's cosmological 
equations and he published his classic relativistic cosmology. In the paper of 1922, Friedmann 
found the solutions for expanding the universe models with closed spatial geometries, including 
those that expand to a maximum radius and then collapse to a singularity. Friedmann showed that 
there exist expanding solutions that are unbounded with hyperbolic geometry [15]. The differential 
equations that he derived were [16]: 
\W J  −  @]  = −v             (32) 
After Hubble discoveries on the universe's expansion, Friedmann’s equation was as follows: 
 −  @  = −v                (33) 
Where  = (W) J   is Hubble "constant", @ is the gravitational constant ,  is the universe mass 
density ,  the speed of light and the parameter k is 0 , Euclidean Geometry or flat space, +1 , 
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elliptic space and -1, hyperbolic space. One can write  = P(P/), where P and P are the 
present day values of the density and radius of the universe.  
In the 1990s, experimental observations showed that the expansion of the universe is 
accelerating and dark energy is tending to accelerate the expansion of the universe [17]. 
The Big Bang theory is an effort to explain what happened at the very beginning of our 
universe. According to the standard Big Bang theory, our universe sprang into existence as 
"singularity" around 13.7 billion years ago. What is a ‘‘singularity’’ and where does it come 
from? Well, to be honest, we don't know for sure. Singularities are zones which defy our current 
understanding of physics. They are thought to exist at the core of ‘‘black holes.’’ Black holes 
are areas of intense gravitational pressure. The pressure is thought to be so intense that finite 
matter is actually squished into infinite density (a mathematical concept which truly boggles 
the mind). These zones of infinite density are called ‘‘singularities.’’ Our universe is thought to 
have begun as an infinitesimally small, infinitely hot, infinitely dense, something - a singularity. 
Where did it come from? We don't know. Why did it appear? We don't know [18].   
In CPH theory, regarding on review of relativistic Newton's second law, we have been 
attempted to enter to the sub-quantum space by crossing the border of quantum mechanics then 
to survey of counteracting Newton's second law and the universal gravitation law and finally 
we can be analyzed and investigated the results. In sub-quantum space, we passed across the 
black hole and reach the formation of the absolute black hole by specifying the limits of 
Newton's second law and gravitation law, then the singularity will be explained in the explosion 
of an absolute black hole. In this review we will be forced to change their attitude towards the 
singularity and the general conclusion in the singularity state is: volume will not be zero, density 
will be limited.  
According to equations (22) the amount speed xyA is constant, but the amounts of 
transmission speed xyA{ and non-transmission speed xyAx are not constant, by decreasing the 
amount transmission speed of =t# is added to the amount non transmission speed and vice 
versa. Each of these values is maximum when another value is zero that is given by: xyA{ → xyA  ⇔ xyAx → &               (34) xyAx → xyA  ⇔ xyA{ → &               (35)  
 
Thus, according to the direction of external force which was affected on a particle/object, the 
total non-transmission speeds rate is converted to the transmission speeds or to the inverse. Now 
we can define an absolute black hole. But before explanations, it is necessary to define two terms 
of sub quantum divergence and sub quantum converges;  
 
1- Sub quantum Divergence: if a particle/object falls in the gravitational toward a massive 
body, and the linear speed of its =t#( will be xyA{ , we say that the object has sub quantum 
divergence (Figure 2). There is VxyA = xyA{ in the sub quantum divergence. So; 
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 Sub quantum Divergence;   xyA{ = xyA  ⇔ xyAx = &          (36) 
 
2- Sub quantum Convergence: if total transmission speeds =t#( of a particle/object go to 
zero, VxyA{ → 0 , we say that the object has sub quantum convergence (Figure 2).  
There is VxyAx → xyA in the sub quantum convergence. So; 
 Sub quantum Convergence: xyAx → xyA  ⇔ xyA{ → &            (37) 
  
  
Fig2; Sub-quantum Divergence and Convergence 
Definition of an absolute black hole: If a particle/object falls down into the absolute black 
hole, it will be involved in sub quantum divergence before reaching the surface of the absolute 
black hole.  
Consider the absolute black hole swallowing more matter; its mass and thus its gravitational 
field intensity will be increase. By increasing the mass, volume is reducing, its constituent =t#( 
is condensed and its transitional space will be limited.  
Definition of Singularity: An absolute black hole with very high density under two followed 
conditions reaches the singularity state:  
1) Its constituent =t#( reach sub quantum convergence state i.e. xyAx → xyA. So the linear 
speed of everything on the surface of absolute black hole goes to zero, VxyA{ → 0 
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2)  Due to the gravitational pressure, the average distance between =t#( of an absolute black 
hole goes to zero.  
Once the non-transmission speed of =t#( reach maximum, xyAx → xyA, the average distance 
between =t#( goes to zero due to intensive collision.  
They are scattered around and these chain scattering are spread everywhere inside the absolute 
black hole and therefore the singularity is occurred. The density is very high in the singularity 
state, but not infinite. In addition, the volume does not reach to zero, but the average the distance 
between SQEs reach to zero. Given above descriptions can easily explain counteracting Newton's 
second law and gravity.  
Given the above themes, there are three basic limitations: transmission speed, non-transmission 
speed and density that they are the reason of creation the observable universe and all physical 
phenomena existing in it. 
Now, by using the equations (36 and 37), the Friedmann’s equation (32) and then the Big 
Bang will be reviewed. Right side of the Friedman equation (32), has given for real space-time 
and is used for after the Big Bang, because k determined the geometrical properties of space-
time and c is the speed of light in a vacuum is constant, but given that the speed of light is not 
constant in gravitational field and it is zero for surface and inside of an absolute black hole 
(equations 24 and 25), So if we want to solve the Friedmann’s equation for absolute black hole, 
we must consider the speed of light to zero and the equation becomes as follows: 
¡¢1 TT) £
 − 83 @¦  = & 
Assuming  ≠ & (which is a reasonable assumption because the notion that, if the universe 
collapses, it will not vanish volume and it is not reasonable that universe was created of 
nothing), then we have: 
¢1 TT) £
 − 83 @ = & → ¢1 TT) £
 = 83 @ 
We take the square root of the above equation, so we have: 
1 TT) = ±¨83 @ 
T = ±¨83 @ T) 
We take an integral from both sides of above equation: 
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©c = ± ¨83 @ ) + ª , ª L( L')a«a> &'()*') 
 = a±¬­®¯° JE± = a±a±¬­®¯° J             
For = 0 , the initial radius of the universe is obtained (at the moment of the Big Bang), we have; 
² = a±  
For the negative mode, we have: 
 = PaD¬­®¯° J = ³´¬­®µR¶ ·            
The above means that the radius of the universe is shrinking over time and is not acceptable. 
For positive mode, we have: 
 = Pa¬­®¯° J              (38) 
Equation (38) is an exponential function that shows in the first moments after the explosion, 
expansion of the universe was very fast. In addition, because of the big bang, Newton's second law 
contrasts with the law of gravitational law, in this confrontation, Newton’s second law, and the 
universal gravitational law is neutralized. In the early moments after the Big Bang the speed limit 
was not the speed of light c, because =t#( collide with each other, everything, even the photons 
were decomposed and the speed limit could have one of two values =t# speed xyA or the speed 
of graviton  . So, we can write: 
 
\W J  −  @]  = −vxyA                              (39) 
 
Classical mechanics and relativity (special and general) describe the acceleration is an 
explanation of outward of phenomena regardless of the properties of sub quantum scales. It should 
be noted that the interaction between large objects (e.g. collision of two bodies) under the action 
of the quantum layer (in fact sub quantum layer) done. In sub quantum level, the amount of speed 
is constant, in any condition and any space, and in any interaction linear momentum changes to 
nonlinear momentum and vice versa. According to SQE, we are able to show there is not a zero 
volume with infinite density in singularity also before the Big Bang. So, regardless to 
reconsidering the relativistic Newton's second law, how can we resolve the dark energy problem?  
Perhaps still in the aftershocks of the Big Bang to take over the universe. In addition, there is no 
proof for the existence, be limited to the observable universe, or owes its existence not earlier 
collapse. 
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Production of virtual photon 
In particle physics, quantum field theories such as the Standard Model describe nature in terms 
of fields. Each field has a complementary description as the set of particles of a particular type. A 
force between two particles can be described either as the action of a force field generated by one 
particle on the other, or in terms of the exchange of virtual force carrier particles between them. 
The energy of a wave in a field (for example, electromagnetic waves in the electromagnetic field) 
is quantized, and the quantum excitations of the field can be interpreted as particles. In quantum 
electrodynamics (QED) a charged particle emits exchange force particles continuously. This 
process has no effect on the properties of a charged particle such as its mass and charge. How is it 
explainable? In theoretically a pure steady state spin current without charge current can induce an 
electric field ([6] page 63). If a charged particle as a generator has an output known as a virtual 
photon, what will be its input? Now let's explain the mechanism of electrodynamics fields around 
the electron and positron. 
 
 
A. Electron; Area3, @ convert to @D , @E, then  @D moves to far and @E moves to area2 
Area2: Spinning electron, magnetic field compacts @Es  and repels virtual positive photon that shown by * ⊳  
B. Positron; Area3, @ convert to @D , @E, then @E moves to far and @D moves to area2 
Area2: Spinning positron, magnetic field compacts @Ds  and repels virtual negative photon that shown by * ⊲  
Fig3; around charged particles 
Look at the electron and positron. Electron is in the center of a spherical space (Figure 3-A). 
This rotational sphere-like (electron spinning) is in a look into gravitons. The electron has two 
opposite interactions on gravitons around itself, and converts them to @D , @E, so there is a lot of @D , @Ein area 3 (Figure 3-B) @Ds escape from electron's locality and @Es move toward the 
electron and enter the area 2, near the magnetic field of electron spinning. Magnetic field (electron 
spinning) compresses positive gravitons @Es and repels them.  
Now we can define an operator for the production of positive electric force particle. Let's show 
this operator by * ⊲ per time that acts on the electron and produces positive electric force, it is 
given by; 
J ⊲ ( = * ⊳       (40) 
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There, * is a natural number. Operator ⊲ ( compresses @Es and pushes them; a magnetic field 
which contains @Ms is formed up around @Es set. According to the Larmor (cyclotron) radius can 
be prevented from scattering [19]. Each process in the laboratory is feasible, realistic and easier to 
occur in nature.  
Operator ⊲ ( shows a magnetic field which presses the positive gravitons @Es around electron 
(spinning electron) and makes a virtual positive particle of electric force continuously that we show 
by wE. In general, a charged particle is a generator that its input is gravitons and its output is virtual 
exchange particles that form the electric field. So, for electron we can write; 
J ⊲ ((@E) = * ⊳= wE               (41) 
Same as electron, positron's behavior is like a generator, but spinning positron produces and 
emits negative virtual particles continuously. So; 
J ⊳ ((@D) = * ⊲= wD        (42) 
When * ⊳= wE from the electron reaches to area2 around the positron, then it combines with  * ⊲= wD and they form a quantum energy, so that;  * ⊳ +* ⊲= wE + wD = w      (43) 
This quantum energy is transferred to the positron, and positron accelerates toward the electron.  
Note: With the discovery of charged particles and electric fields, it was assumed that the 
charged particle and the surrounding fields are the same. Our examination shows that the electron 
produces positive virtual photon, emits and pushes the negative charges, because each negative 
charged particle behaves on the other, the same as electron and produces positive virtual particle. 
Likewise, positive charged particles such as positron, also provides a negative electric field that 
drives the positive virtual photon. 
 
Virtual photon in Structure of photon 
The attention inside the photon structure is very useful and important for understanding QCD 
phenomena. Equivalence relation of mass-energy conception is beyond converting matter into 
energy and vice versa. Because what is at the core of the interaction between quarks in the proton 
structure occurs is the logical result of interaction between the SQEs (or ⊳ , ⊲) in photon structure. 
When you convert energy into matter, the properties of interaction between SQEs are also 
transferred from the photon to particle–antiparticle and vice versa.  
The amount of the positron mass is equivalent to energy v ⊳.  Now we will see that how the 
electrical properties of a number of ⊳ (which are positive), stay together in the photon's space. 
This phenomenon is explainable by using Ampere's law. As the two wires carrying electrical flow 
due to magnetic flux around the wires, they attract or repel each other, the same charged particles 
(or particles carrying the same electric field) affected by their own magnetic fields, then they 
interact with each other. We assume that two same sub particles ⊳ are in a position that the 
magnetic fields of these two particles cause them to attract each other (Figure 4-A). In this case, a 
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number of magnetic loops are formed around the sub particles ⊳ and prevent them from being 
dispersed and a quantum positive particle is formed. But a photon is not formed of same sub 
particles ⊳, there are equal numbers of ⊳  and ⊲ in the structure of photon (Figure 4-B). As two 
opposite charged particles interact with each other, these two particles also tend to combine 
together, but magnetic fields around v ⊳ *'T v ⊲ prevent them from this combination (figure 5-
A).  
 
 
A. Magnetic field around two same SQEs. 
 
 
 
B. A photon is formed of v ⊳ +v ⊲ ,  but magnetic fields around ⊳ (s) and ⊲ (s) prevent them from this 
combination 
 
Fig4; Sets of SQEs 
With this approach, let's look at pair production and decay which is given by;  
 v=t#E = v ⊳→ aE ,   v=t#D = v ⊲→ aD              
For two photons (figure 2-B):  
v ⊳ +v ⊲= 2w = ¸ ⊳ + ¸ ⊲ + (¸ ⊳ + ¸ ⊲)             
For three photons: 
v ⊳ +v ⊲= 3w = 3 ¢v3 ⊳ + v3 ⊲£ 
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Fig 5; pair production and decay by using negative and positive SQE 
     
This approach to photon is a useful step to explain the real-photon processes and the quantum 
chromodynamic. In ̅  → ww annihilation in QCD [20], compare decay of electron-positron and 
proton-antiproton using the SQEs; ̅  → w + w              
Charges of proton and anti-proton with positron and electron are equal. But the mass of proton 
is about eighty times greater than the sum of the rest masses of the quarks that make it up, while 
the gluons have zero rest mass. Quark's charge is given by;  
º =  v ⊳ , T = W v ⊲                           º» =  v ⊲ , T̅ = W v ⊳                   
So relation (4) is given by; 
 + ̅ = (ººT + 'Wg) + ¼u»u»d» + ng½ → w + w = '(⊳ +⊲) 
Where, 'W and ' are integer numbers and g is symbol of gluon. 
Pairs in the decay of electron-positron and proton-antiproton (quarks, anti-quarks and gluons) 
are converted into energy. In high energy physics, input particles accelerate. As a result of this 
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acceleration the number of SQEs increases and the heavier particles are produced with different 
properties. The reactions aDaE → ED and aDaE → ¾¿¾ with ¾ = , N are studied in a non-
perturbative quark model [21]. In relation aDaE → ED two fermions convert into two bosons. 
In all these processes there is a physical reality that must be considered. The fact is that in high 
energy physics, from energy, the particles with different physical properties are produced. 
Interaction between the SQEs or interactions between the collections of them together, in the 
photon structure create phenomena and its existence before spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
Physicists in high energy physics are trying to create conditions which have existed before 
spontaneous symmetry breaking. The same existing condition in the photon structure hasn't been 
considered enough yet, unfortunately. 
 
Unification and SQE 
In generally, since it appears that all known interactions between objects can be described with 
only negative and positive color charges. How two up quarks with positive charged do not repel 
each other? Let’s show how two positive charged particles produce binding energy, in small 
distances. Suppose two positive charged particles A and B is at distance d from each other. There 
are three locations around each positive charged particle (figure 6).  
In real space, every charged particle is plunging in a sea of gravitons. Location3 (figure 6) is 
full of gravitons that move with speed of v > . When gravitons reach to location2, electric field 
(and magnetic field) of charged particle acts on them so that gravitons convert to positive and 
negative color charges. Positive charged particle repels positive color charges and absorbs negative 
color charges. Therefore, negative color charges enter into location1 (figure 6). In location1, 
negative color charges convert to negative virtual photon (see relations 41 and 42).  
 
 
 
 
Fig6; Locations around each positive charged particle 
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Fig7; interconnect two positive charged particles 
 
In general, location3 is full of gravitons; location2 is full of negative and positive color charges, 
and positive charged particle generates negative virtual photon in location1. Now suppose two 
positive charged particles AE and BE are near each other that location2 interferes with each other 
(figure 7). Their direction movement is the opposite of A production. Therefore, in location2, 
positive color charges @Efrom A and negative color charges @Dfrom B, have the same direction 
movement that is toward the B particle. They combine and convert to electromagnetic energy and 
transfer to the particle B. The same action happens for positive color charges @Efrom B and 
negative color charges @D from A; so, they form quantum energy that moves toward A. This shown 
as follows; * ⊳ +* ⊲=  w                     
These are energies form the binding energy between A and B. In a heavy nucleus, that contains 
a lot of protons, every quark interacts with each other and produces banding energy. Consider the 
center of stars, two hydrogen ions (protons) move toward each other, when their distance 
decreases, then locations2 of them interconnect and produce banding energy.  
 
Minkowski formula and time 
Our physical observations and experiences are limiting of the visible universe or spacetime 
laws. Because human being and their tools are formed up of spacetime being and obey of spacetime 
laws. In this paper, let's focus on speed and momentum of real and virtual photons, so we use light-
like interval that given by; ) = > or= = 0. World lines of NR-particles relative an inertial 
observer in (x, y, z, t) frame (by argue not directly) in Minkowski spacetime [22] can be written 
as follows: 
a*l (*a)La; Â + Ã + Ä = )                     (44) 
L>)º*l (*a)La;  Â + Ã + Ä = xyA )             (45) 
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¾&' − &kÅL&º( (*a: Â + Ã + Ä = )            (46) 
Equation (44) shows photon world line is border of real spacetime, world line of other particles 
such as electron that moves with speed v<c, is given by;  
%*>)Lla( i&>lTlL'a; Â + Ã + Ä = v), v <      (47) 
 World line of other physical being such as virtual photon and graviton is outside of the real 
spacetime. In Equation (45) when xyA =  virtual particles appear in real spacetime, it is 
detectible indirectly (in photon structure).  When xyA <  it is a part of quantum particles such as 
electron. Boundary between real spacetime and virtual spacetime is speed of light c. In 
gravitational blueshift and zero point energy; virtual photons leave in virtual spacetime and enter 
into the real spacetime. Also in gravitational blueshift  gravitons of the first  leave non-obvious 
space and enter into virtual spacetime, then leave virtual spacetime and in the second case leave 
virtual spacetime and enter into real spacetime and they can be a part of real spacetime being such 
as photon and electron.  
According to || >  zxyAz > ||, every visible (detectable) physical being decay, also every 
virtual particles decay too. But graviton does not decay, in the other word; time does not pass of 
graviton; the reason is that graviton does not decay to other physical being. If graviton does not 
experience "time passing", so what means t parameter in the equation (46)? This equation is an 
assumption, for an inertial observer in real spacetime, it is not the only option, and the imaginary 
of Minkowski's formula is discussed [23]. If a graviton writes its world line equation, it maybe 
same as; Â + Ã + Ä = 0. By solving this equation in imaginary space we have; 
Â = (−1)(Ã + Ä) = L(Ã + Ä)                   (48) 
 Â = ±LÃ2 + Ä2                  (49) 
Graviton's life is independent of time. It exists and moves in an imaginary space that for human 
being is not conceivable. Graviton carries information and moves so much faster than light speed. 
According to color charges and magnetic color @, @D, @E, @M, in fact graviton is pure information 
that for a real observer it moves with infinite speed, remember quantum entanglement [24].  
 
Thermodynamic basic-level state of a system and SQE 
Every system emits heat energy; in fact a system works on itself continuously that is positive 
work on the environment. Let's name it the "Inherent power of system". So, every system has an 
inherent power that is greater than zero P > 0. If a system loses its inherent power, it is at basic-
level state of thermodynamics. In other words, a system would be at inherent power, if its inherent 
power would be zero P = 0 (figure 8).  
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Fig 8; Velocity and temperature of systems 
 
 When a system is at basic-level energy, its charged particles are not able to work on each other, 
so the system does not emit heat energy. When a system is at basic-level energy, then its 
temperature is absolute zero. Suppose a system is at basic-level energy, it contains n SQEs that are 
moving with velocity v = 0 in system. We give heat to it, in fact k SQEs with speed c enter the 
system, and particles of system absorb them. In a real environment the inherent power of a system 
cannot be zero, even in space, because there is cosmic background radiation in space. 
 
First law of sub quantum energy thermodynamics 
A system works on the environment with inherent powerP > 0. To stabilize or increase the 
internal energy of a system, we must give heat energy to system with power P′ ≥ p. 
 
The second law of sub quantum thermodynamics  
There is no actual physical process by which we can make the inherent power of a system P 
one-way. 
Consider that in an actual physical process the inherent power is not constant. Because heat 
energy incomes and outgoes of an actual systems.   
 
Third law of sub quantum thermodynamics  
An actual physical system never approaches the basic-level energy. 
There is no physical process to take a system to the thermodynamic basic-level state.  
 
Entropy and sub quantum energy 
Entropy (∆=) of a system is equal to its inherent power (P), ∆= = P, so entropy of a system 
approaches zero only at basic-level thermodynamics.  
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Time in physical being 
 It’s quite clear that Isaac Newton founded classical mechanics on the view that space is 
something distinct from body and time is something that passes uniformly regardless of whatever 
happens in the world. For this reason he spoke of absolute space and absolute time, so as to 
distinguish these entities from the various ways by which we measure them which he called 
relative spaces and relative times. On the other hand, Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity 
predicted that time does not flow at a fixed rate: moving clocks appear to tick more slowly relative 
to their stationary counterparts. 
Einstein generalized Special Theory of Relativity to include gravitation. In general relativity, 
space-time is curved by matter and not only distances stretch or shrink (depending on their 
direction with respect to the gravitational field) but also the flow of time appears to dilate.  
Quantum mechanics does not neglect the time either. In standard model, photon does not 
experience time. Some new theories suggest that time does not exist at the quantum level. What is 
the nature of physical time, really? 
The sub quantum definition of time: any physical being does not keep its content energy in 
interaction with other physical entity, experience passing time. 
By this definition any physical entity that is keeping energy content, does not experience 
passing time, in other words, its existence is independent of time.  
 
Quantum mechanics and time 
In quantum mechanics, all particles have variable content of energy (except graviton), even 
photons can gain energy in interaction with other particles. Therefore, energy of photon changes. 
Most importantly, in pair production, a photon is converted to "electron-positron" pair. These are 
all reasons that the photon will experience passing time, but in a long journey in space, it moves 
with limit speed  c, as long as it does not interact with other particles or fields, it preserves its 
content of energy and in this travelling , does not experience passing time. However, when photon 
interacts with other particles or fields, experiences passing time. Thus photon that moves in real 
space-time with speed of light, experiences passing time, besides other quantum particles 
experience passing time. It means that time exists in quantum mechanics and all particles have a 
finite lifetime.   
 
Relativity and time  
In special relativity, moving clock works slower than stationary clock. Time dilation in special 
relativity must be investigated along with contraction of length. Because they are inseparable from 
each other. Contraction of a physical object means compactness of atoms and sub atomic particles. 
Whatever atoms are compacted more to each other, the inherent power of system decreases for 
any reason that is considered. Consider a radioactive element instead of a clock, radioactive 
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elements in high speeds radiate less than low speed. "Radioactive decay of particles moving at 
high speeds has been measured to occur less frequently than radioactive decays for particles 
moving at lower speeds"[25]. Here simultaneously two relativistic effects, expansion of time and 
contraction of length must be considered, reduction of volume and dilation of time have direct 
relation with each other. Because due to reduction of volume, inherent power of radioactive 
elements decreases.  In addition, time dilation in general relativity happens by reduction of volume, 
due to gravitational pressure. The clock that is on the earth is under gravitational pressure more 
than a clock that lies at the top of a mountain.  
 
Thermodynamics and time  
From viewpoint of sub quantum thermodynamics, any system with inherent power % works on 
the physical environment, so its content of energy is not constant. Therefore, from thermodynamic 
viewpoint all systems experience passing time. Then it is acceptable that by thermodynamic insight 
to the time, thermodynamic time is oriented and from the past to the future.  
 In thermodynamics that its study domain is large systems (relative to quantum particles), any 
physical existent (system) has its special location on the time axis from the past to the future. On 
the other hand, in thermodynamics, heat exchange of systems are studied in observable universe.  
The observable universe is a real space-time where it's speed is always smaller or equal than the 
speed of light, in such speed, always we have:  v ≤  . The time is a real quantity and it should be 
used in computations in thermodynamics. 
In quantum mechanics, some particles (such as photon) do not experience passing time, but in 
thermodynamics, any thermodynamic system (from a capsule of gas until observable universe), 
either have oriented time axis for themselves from the past to the future and the time never stops.  
    
The sub quantum definition of clock  
According to CPH theory, everything (except graviton) has an inherent power % >  & radiation 
continuously energy (electromagnetic radiation) and this process is repeated. That means in real 
space-time everything is a clock. If we consider the objects as a clock, the ticking of clock is 
radiation objects. Some objects are so irregular that we do not use them as a clock, and someone 
are regular clocks than others. In quantum mechanics, a photon is a unit of radiation (in terms of 
quantum mechanics) and does not experience passing time. When this proposition is acceptable 
that the energy of photon does not change and it was an unstructured particle, while it is not and 
energy of the photon also changes. But this attitude of quantum mechanics is a good guide for 
understanding the physical time.  
Assume that the observable universe would collapse due to gravity. Again, a new universe 
appears by another big bang. We suppose a smart existent like human lives in the next universe, 
the question is: How he/she will know that we have lived before him/her? All the materials in the 
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observable universe converted to energy and energy converted to matter again. How do we know 
there was a universe before the present universe or it has not been existed at all? We do not know 
the answer of this question. However, we know that any physical existent in this universe does not 
destroy and just it converts to another thing, converting energy to mass and vice versa, in fact, field 
converts to energy, energy converts to matter-antimatter and vice versa.   
The fact is that the Earth, solar system and the universe existed before us and after us will exist 
too. Human as a clock compares himself with older clocks, and from this comparison concludes 
that there exist something that is called time, and the time is independent of physical existents. 
While any attempt to explain or define time, independent of physical existents has been 
inconclusive. A physical existent with its own space and time forms its special shape and after a 
number of ticking, decays or converts to other physical existent. 
At the lowest level of physical universe, in a small slice of space (in quantum vacuum), the 
three spaces, real space-time, virtual space-time and non-obvious space are intertwined and 
"quantum energy” is appeared. Just for non-obvious space, time does not exist, and beyond the 
non-obvious space, everything experiences passing time.  
 
Conclusion 
To date, there is no way to explain the process that describes how particles produce exchange 
particles in modern physics. According to the results of  reconsidering relativistic Newton's second 
law, we can definitely say that the best way for unifying the interactions is generalizing interaction 
between charged particles to photon structure and vice versa. This new view on photon means that 
we can redefine the graviton and electromagnetic energy. Electromagnetic energy converts to 
matter and anti-matter such as charged particles. Charged particles use gravitons and generate 
electromagnetic field. This way of looking at the problem shows how two same charged particles 
repel each other in far distance and absorb each other at a very small distance.  
Thus far, physicists have been able to merge electromagnetic and the weak nuclear force into 
the electroweak force and work is being done to merge electroweak and quantum chromodynamics 
into a QCD-electroweak interaction. Beyond grand unification, there is also speculation that it may 
be possible to merge gravity with the other three gauge symmetries into a grand unified theory. 
But there is no way to explain how particles produce exchange particles in modern physics. A new 
and different way (that we have suggested) for unifying the interactions is generalizing color 
charge from nuclear to photon structure. This new view on color charge means that we can redefine 
graviton and electromagnetic energy (Sub quantum energy). This looking shows how two same 
charged particles repel each other in far distance and absorb each other at a very small distance.  
Attention to photon structure and using new definitions for graviton, we can use the sub-
quantum space to describe the nature of time in order to understand better the nature of space-time, 
and review of thermodynamics laws and entropy. As long as we do not review relativistic Newton's 
second law, physics does not stand on its actual position. 
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